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Collectionwise normal (CWN) and collectionwise Hausdorl? (CWH) spaces have played an 
increasingly important role in topology since the introduction of these concepts by R.H. Bing in 
1951 [3]. It has remained an open and frequently raised question as to whether CWH Ts-spaces 
are CWN with respect to compact sets. Recently, a counterexample requiring the existence of 
measurable cardinals and having little additional :opological structure was constructed by W.G. 
Fleissner and the author. In this paper, the author gives a simple example in ZFC of a CWH, 
first countable, perfect Ts-space that is not CWN with respect to compact, metrizable sets, and, 
under Martin’s Axiom, such an example that is also a Moore space. In addition, the author 
considers the analogous question for strongly collectionwise Hausdorff (SCWH) i”s-spaces and 
characterizes the existence of SCWH Ts-spaces that are not CWN with respect to compact sets 
in set-theoretic and box product formulations. The constructions utilized throughout he paper 
are of a general nature and several apparently new set-theoretic techniques for interchanging 
‘points’ and ‘sets’ are introduced. 
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Introduction 
A topological space is said to be collectionwise normal (CWN) [respectively, 
collectionwise Hausdorff (CWH)] provided each discrete collection of closed sets 
[respectively, each closed discrete point set] can be screened (i.e., simultaneously 
separated) by a pairwise disjoint collection of open sets. These concepts were 
introduced by Bing in 1951 [3], and they have played a significant role in general 
topology. Clearly, CWN spaces are normal and CWH, and there exist CWH 
TS-spaces that are not normal (e.g., the Tychonoff plank) as well as normal, CWH 
T3-spaces that are not CWN [7]. However, it has remained unresolved as to whether 
CWH T3-spaces are CWN with respect to discrete collections of compact sets. This 
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question, which has been raised most recently by S. Watson at the 1981 Prague 
Topology Symposium and by W.G. Fleissner and 0. Alas [l] at the U.S. Naval 
Academy during the 1982 session of the annual spring topology conference, relates 
to several topics of current study in metrization, decompositions, and mappings. 
The origin of current interest on this and similar questions was undoubtably [22]. 
Recently in [lo], W.G. Fleissner and the author constructed a CWH Ts-space 
which is not CWN w.r.t. a discrete collection of compact sets, under the assumption 
of the existence of measurable cardinals. In Sections 1 and 2 of this paper, the 
author presents several simple examples of CWH T,-spaces that are not CWN 
w.r.t. a discrete collection of compact metrizable sets. First countable, perfect 
examples are constructed in ZFC, and, under Martin’s Axiom (MA), Moore space 
examples are constructed. Hence, the issue is resolved negatively even in the 
presence of rich topological structure. In Section 3, the author considers the 
analogous question for strongly collectionwise Hausdorff (SCWH) T3-spaces. A 
space is said to be SCWH provided each of its closed discrete point sets can be 
screened by a discrete collection of open sets (see [ 111). The author gives set- 
theoretic and box product translations of the existence of a SCWH T3-space that 
is not CWN w.r.t. a discrete collection of compact sets. In addition, examples are 
given of SCWH T3-spaces which are not CWN w.r.t. discrete collections of closed 
countably compact ordinals (and, under 0, hereditarily separable, countably com- 
pact sets). Finally, a result (due to W.G. Fleissner) is included which shows that 
SCWH Tj-spaces are CWN w.r.t. discrete collections of compact ordinals. 
0. CWH non-normal spaces (Preliminaries) 
The question of whether there exists a CWH, non-normal Moore space was 
apparently first raised by R.L. Moore to his students. The existence of such a space 
was announced by J.M. Worrell in 1964, but his example was never published in 
the literature and was unavailable for study. The author considered Moore’s 
question and related issues in [18], and, at the 1975 national meeting of the 
American Mathematical Society in Washington, DC [20], he presented an example 
(Example 0 given below) of a first countable, CWH Ts-space that is not normal. 
Since Moore space examples ([2] and [23]) were later given by similar constructions, 
the author never published his first countable example. However, upon considering 
the central question of this paper, the author realized that Example 0 is, in fact, a 
CWH, first countable Ts-space that is not CWN w.r.t. a discrete collection of 
closed, countably compact sets. The results in this paper were derived by isolating 
the basic structure of this quite simple example. 
Throughout the paper, N will denote the set of positive integers, an ordinal is 
considered to be the set of smaller ordinals, and a cardinal is an initial ordinal. 
Example 0. A first countable, CWH T+pace that is not CWN w.r.t. a discrete 
collection of closed, countably compact sets. 
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Construction : Let f7 denote (p: S < wi} with the order topology, and let K denote 
the set of all non-limit ordinals in 17. For each i E N, let Yi = Z7 x {i}, Xi = (fl\K) x {i}, 
and let 2 = K x (0). NOW, let So = Z u UisN Yi and define a base B for the desired 
topology on So as follows: 
(1) if p = (p, i) E Yi for some i EN and D is an open set in I7 containing /?, let 
D x{i}E93 and 
(2) ifp=@,O)~Zandn~N,letB,(p)={p}u{(&i):i==n}~B. 
It follows immediately that So is a CWH Ts-space that is not CWN w.r.t. the 
discrete collection of closed, countably compact sets {Xi: i E N}u {{p}: p E Z}. To 
see that So is CWH, note that a discrete subset of X = UicNXi is countable. Thus 
if M is a discrete subset of So, there exists (Y <u,, such that M nX c G = {(p, i): 
0 c i and /3 c a} where G is a closed and open metrizable subset of So. Clearly, 
Mn G can be screened by open sets in G and Mn&\G) can be screened by 
basic open sets in &\G. To see that X and Z cannot be separated by open sets in 
So, suppose that Z is contained in an open set U in So. Then, there exists n EN 
such that B,(p) 5 U for uncountably many elements p of Z. It follows that U has 
a limit point in X,, GX. (Example 0 had its origins in Theorem 1 of [19].) 
Definition. The non-normal T3-space S is said to be an example of Type A provided: 
(1) S = Z u Y where Z is closed and discrete, and Y = IJieN Yi where {Y: i E N} 
is a pairwise disjoint collection of clopen sets, 
(2) Z can be screened by open sets in S, 
(3) for each i EN, Xi is a compact subset of Yi such that each point of Y‘\Xi is 
isolated, and 
(4) Z and X = UieNXi are disjoint closed sets in S that cannot be separated by 
open sets, and hence S is not CWN w.r.t. the discrete collection of compact sets, 
{Xi:iEN}u{{p}:pEZ}. 
Note that in an example S of Type A, Z is a closed, discrete G6-set. Hence, S 
is perfect iff Yi is perfect for each i. Furthermore, if each element of Z has a 
countable local base, then S is first countable, (respectively, Moore) iff for each i, 
Yi is first countable (respectively, Moore). All the examples constructed in Sections 
1 and 2 are of Type A. The following two lemmas are easily proven by standard 
techniques. 
Lemma 0.1. If H is a countable, discrete collection of compact sets in the T3-space 
S, then S is CWN w.r.t. H. 
Lemma 0.2. If H is a compact set in the Moore space S, then there exists a sequence 
of open sets {Ui}ien such that if H is contained in the open set D, then there exists 
nENsuchthatHEU,,cD. 
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1. Examples based on NN 
Example 1. A CWH, perfect T3-space that is not CWN w.r.t. compact metrizable 
sets. 
Construcrion : Let 2 = NN, and for each finite set F of [0, l] and n EN, let D”(F) 
denote a distinct open set containing F with measure d l/2”. For each i EN, let 
X~~[0,1]~{i}andletY~~X~~~{X(i,j,~)~X~~{j}~{~}:j~N,~~Z}.Finally,let 
X =UieNXit Y = UicN Yi, and define a subbase 3 for the desired topology on 
S1 = Z u Y as follows: 
(1) ifp~Y\X,thenforeachn~N,letB,(p)={p}~B, 
(2) if p =(x,, i)eXi for some i E N, then for each n EN, let D,(p) = 
(x,-l/n,x,+lln)n[O, llx~i~andletB,(p)=D,(p)u(U,~,D,(p)x{m}xZ)~ 
33, and 
(3) if 2 =(fI,z2,. . .) EZ, then for each n EN and F =UioNfi where 
for each is N, Fi is a finite subset of [0, 11, let BF,“(z) = 
{ZIUUPnsn (X(m Znlr z)\((~“(F,)x~~~)x~z,~x~z~))~~. 
Observe that S1 is of Type A. To see that S1 is not normal w.r.t. X and Z, 
suppose that U is an open set in S1 containing X. Since each Xi is compact, 
there exists {ni}i.N such that UieN{X(i, ni, t): z EZ}c u. NOW consider a basic 
open set B(zo) for zo= (nI, nz, . . .). There exists k EN, {mi}14i</( EN and a 
sequence of countable subsets {F(i) =UjeNF(i)j}i.N Of [0, l] such 
that B(zo) = fhcitk BF~~~.~,(zo~ Now, there exists m a max{mi: i L i c k} 
such that k/2” < 1. Hence, X(m, n,, zO)\(U~~~~~ ((D”(F(i),) x {m}) x {n,}x 
{zo})) # 0 and B(zo) n U # 0. Thus X and Z cannot be separated by open sets in 
Sr. To see that Sr is CWH, note that if T is a discrete subset of X, then T = UipN 17;: 
where for each i, Ti is a finite subset of Xi. For each i EN, let Fi = {x,: (x,, i) E Ti} c 
[0, l] and F =LJicNF):a It follows that U =Ui..v(Di(fi) X {i}) u 
UipN((~i(~) x {i}) x N xZ) and V = ~{BF.I(z): z E Z} are disjoint open sets in SI 
containing T and Z, respectively. Since each Yi is metrizable, it follows that T u Z 
can be screened and S1 is CWH. Finally, as noted above, since Z is a Ga-set and 
each Yi is metrizable, Sr is perfect. 
Example 2. (CH) a CWH Moore space that is not CWN w.r.t. a discrete collection 
of compact metrizable sets. 
Consfrucfion : Let X, Y, and Z be as in Example 1, and let SZ = Z u Y. Let 
I=[O,l]={~@):~<w~},I~={x(y):y~p}for eachp<or, andenumerateZ= 
NN ={z(p): p <or}. Furthermore, for each n EN and p cot, let D,,(&) denote a 
distinct open set in I containing 1, with measure <l/2”. Now, define a subbase B 
for the desired topology on S1 as follows: 
(1) if p E Y and n EN, let B”(p) be as in Example 1, and 
(2) if z(P)=(P~,Pz~.. .) E Z, then for each n EN and y cP, let B,,,(z(P)) = 
k(P)Iu (UP?%=” X(m, Pm, z(P))\(Dm(&) x {ml) x (Pm1 x {r (P)]) E 3. 
As in Example 1, S2 is a perfect non-normal T3-space of Type A. However, it now 
follows that each element of Z has a countable local base and that SZ is a Moore 
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space. To see that Sz is also CWH, observe that if T is a discrete subset of X, then 
there exists y Cot such that T E ~(1, x(i): i EN}. Hence, from (2), T and {z(p): 
y <p} can be separated by open sets in &. But, T can also be separated by open 
sets in Sz from {I@): S c y} by Lemma 0.1. Hence, Sz is CWH. 
Remark. One might ask, as did the author, if the construction of Example 2 can 
be utilized without the assumption of the Continuum Hypothesis. Observe that 
CH was actually used twice in the construction: (1) to produce an increasing 
wl-sequence of subsets of [0, l] each of which has measure zero such that their 
union is [0, 11, and (2) to enumerate 2 = {z(p): p <wi} so as to define, with the 
use of the wl-sequence in (l), a countable local base for each element of 2. Now, 
from [14], (1) requires some set-theoretic assumption beyond ZFC. However, from 
[12], it is possible in ZFC - (1’) to write [0, l] as the union of an increasing 
ml-sequence of Gs-sets. It is not difficult to modify the construction of Example 
2 so as to replace (1) by (1’). Hence, the necessity of assuming CH involves only 
a consideration of the cardinality of 2. After several unsuccessful attempts to 
introduce a set Z’ of cardinality wl, which would play the role of Z in Example 
2, the author finally recognized the nature of the problem. 
From Lemma 0.2, a compact set H in a Moore space has a countable ‘local 
base’. Thus, {Xi}ieN of Example 2 can be shrunk to points, thereby producing a 
first countable T3-space S; that has a countable closed set which cannot be separated 
by open sets from the disjoint, closed discrete set Z. However, from [4], under 
MA, each first countable Ts-space of cardinality <2” is pseudo-normal, i.e., two 
disjoints closed sets, one of which is countable, can be separated by open sets. 
Thus, it is impossible to derive an absolute Moore space example of Type A with 
Z having cardinality wl. 
From the above discussion, it follows that if we wish to construct first countable 
or Moore space examples of Type A in ZFC we must (1) have some Yi not a 
Moore space or (2) find a mechanism to ensure a countable local base for elements 
of Z that does not depend on the cardinality of Z. 
2. Examples based on A’-sets 
A A-set is an uncountable subset H of the reals such that each countable subset 
of H is a G8-set w.r.t. H. A A’-ser is a A-set H such that if K is any countable 
subset of the reals then Hu K is also a A-set. It has long been known that there 
exist A-sets and A’-sets of cardinality w1 in ZFC ([12], [13], [lS]). 
Example 3. A CWH first countable, perfect T3-space in ZFC that is not CWN 
w.r.t. a discrete collection of compact, metrizable sets. 
Construction : Let Z denote a A’-set contained in ([0, l] x (0)). For each i EN, 
let Yi = [0, l] X [i, i + 1) and Xi = [0, l] X {i}. NOW let X = UisNIY;:, Y = UiaN yi, and 
define a base ?$ for the desired topology on Sj = Z u Y as follows: 
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(1) ifpEY\XandnEN,letB,(p)={p}E~, 
(2) if p = (X,, i) EXi for some i, then for each n EN, let B,(p)= 
{(x,i):x,-l/ncx<x,+l/n}u{(x,y):x,-l/n<x<x,+l/n,i<y<i+l/n,x# 
X,}E $3 and 
(3) ifp=(x,,O)EZandnEN,letB,(p)={(x,,y):(x,,y)~Xandn~y}E~. 
It follows immediately that S3 is a first countable, perfect T3-space of Type 
Lr=~~t~{B,(p):p~H~,m~Nand{(x,O):(x,y)~B,(p)}cD~},and,foreach 
i E N, let Vi = u {Bi(p): p E 2, p GZ Di}. Clearly, U and V = UipN Vi are disjoint open 
sets in S, containing H and Zw where M = {p = (x,, 0) E Z: (xp, y) E H for some 
y}. Furthermore, since M is countable, there exist disjoint open sets in S3 separating 
H and M by Lemma 1. Hence, H and Z can be separated by open sets in SJ, 
and, since &\Z is metrizable, H UZ can be screened by a disjoint collection of 
open sets in &. 
Remark. S3 is not a Moore space due to the deletion of a vertical line over each 
point in X in the basic neighborhood definition for such points. This deletion makes 
it impossible to define a development for the space. The strategy in producing a 
Moore space with the A’-technique is (1) to leave a final segment of each such 
vertical line in the basic neighborhoods for points in X to ensure developability 
but (2) to place the initial segments in the basic open neighborhoods of the 
appropriate points in Z in a manner that retains regularity and still does not allow 
X and Z to be separated by disjoint open sets. To accomplish the desired construc- 
tion, we unfortunately need some combinatorics. 
Definition. If (Y s2”, let M(a) denote the assertion that there exists a collection 
F of functions from N into N such that IFI = Q and F cannot be dominated by a 
function from N into N (i.e., there exists no function g from N into N such that 
for all f~ F, f(n) s g(n) for all but finitely many n EN). 
Note that M(2”) holds in ZFC and M(u) is false. Also, (see [14], [15], [5]), 
recall that: 
(1) CH =$ MA + 1 M(a) for LY C 2” +JA’-set of cardinality 2”. 
(2) ZFC consistent 3 ZFC+ 1 M(cu) for LY < 2” + 1 MA consistent. 
(3) ZFC consistent * ZFC+M(wi) + 1 MA consistent. 
Lemma 1. Ifcx c 2”, TFAE: 
(1) M(cY) holds. 
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(2) There exists a collection F of functions from N into N such that IFI = a and if 
F = LJicNE;:, then there exist m E N and n 2 m such that sup{f(n): f E F,,,} = w. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2). Suppose F witnesses M(a) but that F = u Fi denies (2). Hence, 
for each m EN, if n 3 m then sup{f(n): f E F,,,} = s(m, n) <w. Consider the function 
g from N into N such that g(n)=max{s(m,n):msn}. Now iffEF, then fcF,,, 
for some m EN, and, for n >m, f(n)~s(m, n)<g(n). But, g contradicts M(a), 
and thus (2) is established. 
(2) 3 (1). Suppose F witnesses (2) but that F denies M(a). Hence, there exists 
a function g from N into N such that g dominates F. Now, for each m EN, let 
Fi={fEF:f(n)cg(n)forn 2 i}. But F = IJi.‘v Fi and for each m EN and n 2 m, 
sup{f(n): f E F,,,} c g(n) < w. This contradicts (2), and thus M(a) is established. Cl 
Example 4. If a < 2”, M(a) holds, and there exists a Al-set of cardinality a, then 
there exists a CWH Moore space which is not CWN w.r.t. a discrete collection of 
compact, metrizable sets. [Note from above, under MA, a = 2” satisfies this 
hypothesis.] 
Construction: Assume a is as stated, and let Z, Y, and X be as in Example 3 
with Z = {z(p): p <a}. Furthermore, let F = {fp : p <a} be a collection of functions 
from N into N witnessing (2) of Lemma 1. Now, define a base 93 for the desired 
topology on S4 = Z u Y as follows: 
(1) ifpE Y\X andnEN,letB,(p)={p}E93, 
(2) if p = (X,, i) EXi for some iEN, and n EN, let B,(p)= 
{(x,y):xp-l/n<x<x,+l/n andi~y<i+l/n}E9?,and 
(3) if p=(x,,O)=z(/?)EZ and n >l, let B,(p) =Uisn {(X,9 Y): 
i+l/m~y<i+l,wherem=f~(i)}~.B. 
By an argument similar to that given for Example 3, it follows that S4 is a CWH, 
first countable, perfect T+pace of Type A. Moreover, now {G,},EN where for each 
n, G, = LJian {Bi(p): p E &}, is easily seen to be a development for Sd. Hence, S4 
is a Moore space. (Note we have added the required final segment of a vertical 
line over each element of X as mentioned in the Remark following Example 3.) 
To see that X and Z can still not be separated by open sets in Sq, suppose there 
do exist disjoint open sets containing U and V containing Z and X, respectively. 
Foreachi~N,1etZi={p~Z:Bi(p)~V}andF~={fs~F:r(~)~Zi}.From(2)of 
Lemma 1, there exist m EN and n stn such that sup{f(n): f E F,,,}=w. Hence, 
thereexists{pi =z(&)}~~N s Z,,, such thatsup{f&(n): i E N}=w,and(IJi.N8,(pi)) E 
V. Since X,, is compact, let p EX,, such that p is a limit point of {(xPi, n): i E N}. 
The for some ic N, &p)~ U. But now there must exist 4 = (xPL, y) such that 
x,-l/~<x,,<x,+l/j and n+l/j’ay<n+l/j where i’=fPr(n). Hence, q~ 
gj(p) E U and q E B,(pk) c V. Thus, U n V # 0, and it follows that S4 is not CWN 
w.r.t. the discrete collection of compact metrizable sets, {Xi: i E N}u {{z}: z E Z}. 
Remark. The author had originally hoped to establish in ZFC that if a is the least 
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cardinal for which M(a) holds then there exists a A’-set of cardinality a. Such a 
result would have provided the desired Moore space example without any set- 
theoretic assumptions. However, in answer to the author’s question, A. W. Miller 
has recently been able to show that (1) if (Y is the least cardinal for which M(cr) 
holds, there does exists a A-set of cardinality 01 (in fact, a A’-set with respect to 
the irrationals), but (2) if ZFC is consistent hen so is ZFC + (a = 0~2 = 2” = the least 
cardinal for which M(a) holds) +J a A ‘-set of cardinality LY. Hence, an absolute 
Moore space example, if one exists, will require new construction techniques. 
Indeed, the author conjectures that the existence of a CWH Moore space of Type 
A is independent of ZFC. 
3. SCWH versus CWN w.r.t. compact sets 
Does there exist a SCWH T3-space that is not CWN w.r.t. a discrete collection 
of compact sets? This question has also been raised frequently, and it now appears 
much more complex than the case for CWH. 
Note that obviously there cannot exist a SCWH example of Type A since 2 is 
discrete. However, let us define a non-normal TJ-space S to be an example of Type 
B provided S meets the conditions of Type A where Z is replaced by a discrete 
collection of compact sets 2, i.e., 2 is screened by open sets in S, but {Xi: i E N}u 2 
cannot be screened in S. We will show below that under CH: (1) there does not 
exist a first countable, SCWH example of Type B; but (2) if there exists a SCWH 
T3-space that is not CWN w.r.t. a discrete collection of 2”-many compact sets, 
then there exists a SCWH example of Type B. 
Proposition 1. (CH) There does nof exist a first countable SCWH example of 
Type B. 
Proof. Suppose S is such a space. Since S is first countable and each Xi is compact, 
let {U,: @ <wi} denote a collection of open sets in S containing X such that if X 
is contained in the open set U, then X c UP c U for some p <w i. Now, since X 
and U 2 cannot be separated by open sets in S, let H = {zp: p <WI} E u 2 such 
that (i) if y # /3, z,. and zp are contained in different members of 2 and (ii) for each 
p <pi, zB E ii,. We can construct such a set H or else we would violate Lemma 
0.1. However, it follows that S is not SCWH w.r.t. the closed, discrete set i!Z, and 
the proof is finished by contradiction. [Note, the same argument shows that, under 
CH, there is no SCWH example of Type B such that 1x1 G 2” and each point of 
X has a local base in S of cardinality s2”.] 
Definition. Let S(a) denote the assertion that there exists a discrete collection 2 
of compact Tj-spaces such that IZI = cy and there exists an open covering.% of 
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UZ which has no countable subcovering but with the property that each discrete 
subset of IJ 2 can be covered by a countable subcollection of ‘3. 
Definition. Suppose B denotes the box product of (2,: p <CY} where for each 
p <a, Z, is a compact T3-space. B is said to be projectionwise-Lindeliif provided 
each open covering ‘V of B has a countable subcollection “cr’ such that for each 
p <a, the projections of the members of ‘7f’ onto ZB cover Z,. 
Lemma 2. For a cardinal CY, TFAE: 
(1) S(a) holds. 
(2) There exists a box product of a-many compact T3-spaces which is notprojection - 
wise Lindeliif. 
Proof. (1) + (2). Let 2 = {Z,: p <a} and ‘% witness S(a). Let B denote the box 
product npcol Z,. For each p E B, let UP be an open set in IJ Z containing {ps: p <a, 
pp E Z,, and pp is the Pth coordinate of p} such that UP = u {r/i: i E N} where for 
each iEn, Vi E %, and let VP be an open set in B containing p such that V,, = 
flp<p(UPnZ,). Clearly ‘cr={V,:p E B} covers B. However, from (l), ‘7 has no 
countable subcollection whose projections cover Z, for each p <a. 
(2) 3 (1). Let B and V witness (2). For each V E Ccr, let V(Z) denote the projection 
of V on U Z, and let % = {V(Z): V E Y}. From (2), no countable subcollection of 
% covers IJ Z. However, if K is a discrete subset of IJ Z, then K = Up.== K(P, ns) 
where for each /3 <a, either K@, ns) = 0 or ns E N such that K@, ns) = 
{k@(i): 1 <i G np}. Then for each i EN, let p(i) denote a point of B such that if 
P<a,K(&no)Z0,andi d ns, then pp(i) = k,(i). Clearly, a countable subcollection 
of -V covers {p(i): i E N}, and thus, by definition, a countable subcollection of % 
covers K and (1) is established. 
Lemma 3. If there exists a SCWH T3-space that is not CWN w.r.t. a discrete 
collection of compact sets Z = {Z,: p C a}, then S(a) holds. 
Proof. Suppose S is such a space. Let K denote the collection of all subsets of 
UZ which contain exactly one point from each member of Z. Now for each 
K = {kp: p <CY}E K, let GK = {GO: /3 <a} denote a discrete collection of open sets 
in S screening K such that for each /3 <a, 6, n ((UZ)\Z,) = 0. Then 91= 
{(UGK)~(UZ):KEKI covers IJ Z, and each discrete subset of IJ Z is covered 
by a countable subcollection of %. Finally, no countable subcollection of % covers 
IJ Z or else Z would be screened by open sets in S. Hence, S(a) is established. 
Theorem 1. If a! =z 2” and there exists a A ‘-set of cardinality CY, then TFAE: 
(1) S(a) holds. 
(2) There exists a boxproductof a-many compact T3-spaces which is notprojection - 
wise Lindeliif. 
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(3) There exists a SCWH TJ-space of Type B which is not CWH w.r.t. a-many 
compact sets. 
Proof. (1) e (2) and (3) + (1) by Lemma 2 and Lemma 3. 
To show (1) a (3), suppose a is as above and 2 = (2,: p c(r) and % witness 
S(CY). Let 2 = {z(p): p <(u} denote a A’-subset of [0, l]x{O}. For each i E N, let 
Xi = [0, l] x {i}, and let X = UieNXi. Also, for each i EN and /3 <(Y, let 2; = 
Zo X {i}. NOW, for each i E N, let Yi =Xi VU {ZL: /? <a} and let Y =Uie~ Yi. 
Finally, let S = lJ 2 u Y, and define a subbase 93 for the desired topology on S as 
follows: 
(1) if p E Y\X, let {p}E99, 
(2) if p = (x,, i) E X, for some i E N, n EN, and I/ E Q, let B,,u(p) = {(x, i) E Xi: 
x,-l/n~x~x,+l/n}u~{Z~\((~nZp)x{i}):~,-l/lnCx~x,+l/n, xfx,, 
and (x,O)=z@)EZ}E9,and 
(3) if p E Z, for some p <a, n EN, and D is an open set in Z, containing p, let 
B,.D(p)=DuU{Dx{i}:n~i}E~. 
By an argument similar to that given for Example 3, it follows that each discrete 
subset K of X can be screened by a discrete collection of open sets in S. Hence, 
suppose that H is a discrete subset of lJ 2. Then there exists a countable subcollec- 
tion {r/, : n EN} of % covering H. Now, for each n EN, let D, = lJ {B1.Un(p): p E X} 
and G,=UOL,(p):p< a and pcHnZ@}. Since (nnsND.n)nH=O and 
(n G’,) n X = 0, it follows that X and H can be separated by open sets in S. Thus, 
since UZ is SCWH, we have that H, and hence K w H, can be screened by a 
discrete collection of open sets in S. 
To see that 2 u {Xi: i EN} cannot be screened by a disjoint collection of open 
sets in S, suppose that there do exist disjoint open sets Gr and G2 containing lJ 2 
and X, respectively. Since each Xi is compact, there exists {Cli}iaN c U and A c CY 
such that IAl SW and lJpeA UieN{ZL\(IJiaN Vi n Zp X {i})}E G2. Furthermore, 
since each Z, is compact, it follows from S(a) that ]KI > w where K = {Zo : p&A 
and Zp\lJicN(LJi nZ,) # 0). Hence, let K denote a set containing one point from 
each ZB\UicN (Ui n Zp) such that Z, E K. Clearly, there must exist n EN, (pi}icN, 
and K’ = {ki}ieN c K such that IK’I = w and BD,., (ki) E G1 for each i EN where 
ki E Di E Zei E K. But there exists p E X, such that p is a limit point of {pi: i EN and 
(xp,, 0) = z (pi)} EX,,. It follows that {(k, n): i EN} n GI n G; f 0 and the proof is 
finished by contradiction. 
Remark. Observe that Theorem 1 is valid for (Y = wl, and under MA, Theorem 1 
is valid for all w <(Y c 2”. Hence, from Proposition 1, we have that under CH: (1) 
there exists no first countable, SCWH T3-space of Type B; but (2) if there exists 
a SCWH T3-space which is not CWN w.r.t. a discrete collection of 2”-many compact 
sets, then there exists a SCWH example of Type B. 
If a ~2”, let S’(a) be the assertion of S(a) without the restriction that each 
member of 2 is compact. Note that if there exists a A’-set of cardinality a, then 
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the construction utilized to show (1) a (3) of Theorem 1 will still produce a SCWH 
TJ-space which is not CWN w.r.t. {Xi: iEN}uZ provided that S’(a) holds and 
thatforeach{LJi}isNE~,JKJ>wwhereK={Zg:p<crandZ~\ui,hc(UinZg)#0}. 
Proposition 2. (W.G. Fleissner) If Z = {Ze: p <a} is a discrete collection of compact 
sets in the SCWH T3-space S such that for each p <a, Ze, regarded as space, is 
homeomorphic to an ordinal with the induced order topology, then S is CWN w.r.t. 
Z. 
Proof. Suppose S and Z are as above. (1) for each /3 <a, let ~(1, /3) denote the 
least upper bound of Z,. Then let %i = {Ul.p: p <(Y} denote a discrete collection 
of open sets in S screening {p(l,p): p <a} such that for each y<p, 
01.~ n {Z,: y <cu and y # @} = 0. (2) Proceed by induction to define % = 
U {%!i: i EN} such that: (i) for each n EN, Q” is a discrete collection of open sets 
in S screening {p(n, p): /3 <a and p(n, p) is the last point of Z, not contained in 
Ui<n %i}, and (ii) if Ui, CJ~E % and p, y <LY such that p # y, LIi nZ, #0 and 
Uz nZ, f 0, then U1 n U2 = 0. Clearly, {U {U E c% : U nZ, = 0): p c a} is a collec- 
tion of open sets screening Z. If not, we would have for some /3 c LY, {p(i, p)}ic2v c Ze 
such that for each 1 <i, p(i, p) >p(i + 1, /3). But since Z, is an ordinal, this is 
impossible. 
Remark. Theorem 1 tells one how to construct possible examples of SCWH 
T3-spaces which are now CWN w.r.t. a discrete collection of compact sets. Proposi- 
tion 1 gives the character restrictions of the construction, and Proposition 2 tells 
one where not to look for building blocks. Observe that an obvious modification 
of the proof of Proposition 2 shows that there cannot exist a SCWH example of 
Type B where Z is a discrete collection of compact ordinals. 
Non-compact sets. Do there exist SCWH T3-spaces that are not CWN w.r.t. 
discrete collections of closed sets having strong, but non-compact structure (e.g., 
countably compact, metrizable, hereditarily separable, separable metrizable, etc.)? 
Such an example for countably compact sets (copies of wi) was given in [7], and 
examples for metrizable sets were given in [8] and [16]. The techniques of Theorem 
1 yield new examples with these properties, and, under 0, they yield an example 
for countably compact, hereditarily separable sets. 
Proposition 3. If S is a T3-space with an open covering Y such that each discrete 
subset of S is covered by a countable subcollection of -Y but such that no countable 
subcollection of “Ir covers S, then there exists a SCWH TX-space that is not CWN 
w.r.t. a discrete collection of closed sets consisting of w-copies of [0, l] together with 
0 1-copies of S. 
Proof. Let Z = {Z, : /3 < w i} denote a discrete collection of copies of S, {V,, : /3 C w 1) 
denote the open coverings corresponding to V; and let K denote the collection of 
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all discrete subsets of IJ 2. For each K c K and p <wl, let 7r(K, p) denote a 
countable subcollection of ‘Zr, which covers K n&. Now, for each K E K, let 
VK = lJ {IJ ‘Y’(K, p): /3 <wl}, and let Q = {V,: K E K}. Clearly, Z and % witness 
S’(wr) (see the Remark after Theorem 1). Furthermore, if {Lli}iaN s% then 
Ze\Ui,, (Vi n Zs) # 0 for each p <wt. Hence, since there exists a A ‘-set of cardinal- 
ity or, the desired example is obtained as in (1) +(3) of Theorem 1. 
Example 5. A SCWH TX-space that is not CWN w.r.t. a discrete collection of 
closed, countably compact sets. 
Consrruction: Let S denote w1 with the order topology, let ‘cr denote a base for 
S which has no countable subcovering, and apply Proposition 3. 
Example 6. A SCWH T3-space that is not CWN w.r.t. a discrete collection of 
closed countably compact ordinals. 
Construction : Let Z7 denote w1 with the order topology and let V denote a base 
for l7 which has no countable subcovering. As in Proposition 3, define Z = 
{Z,: p < oi} and 91 so as to witness S’(wr). Now, construct the desired space by 
replacing points in the ground set Z with members of Z in Example 0 instead of 
Example 3 as in (1) + (3) of Theorem 1. That is: Let K and Z be as in Example 
0. For each i EN, let Xi = (17\K) x {i} and X = UisNXi. Now for each i E N and 
p <oi, let Zb = Z, x {i}. Finally for each i E N, let Yi = Xi u {Zb : p C(Y), and let 
Y = Ui+N Yi. Define a subbase 93 for the desired topology on S = Z u Y as follows: 
(1) if p E Y\J$ {P)EB3, 
(2) if p = (a, i) E Xi for some i, D is an open set in l7 containing Q, and CJ E %, 
letBD.tl(p)=((Dn~\K)x{i})uU{Z~\((UnZp)~~i~):~~D~~~,and 
(3) if p E Z, for some p <a, n EN, and D is an open set in Z, containing p, let 
B,~D(p)=DulJ{Dx{i}:n~i}E.93. 
Example 7. (0) A SCWH T3-space that is not CWN w.r.t. a discrete collection of 
closed, countably compact, hereditarily separable sets. 
Construction : Let S denote the countably compact, hereditarily separable, non- 
Lindelof T3-space of cardinality o1 given in [17] (i.e., the Ostaszewski line), let V 
denote a base for S which has no countable subcovering, and apply Proposition 3. 
Proposition 4. If S is a metrizable space with a basis 93 such that no u-discrete 
subcollection of 93 is a basis for S, then there exists a SCWH T3-space which is not 
CWH w.r.t. a discrete collection of closed sets consisting of w-copies of [0, l] together 
with o ,-copies of S. 
Proof. Let 93 be as above. For each n, let 9, denote the collection of all members 
of 9 contained in some l/n ball. If, for each n, there exists a c-discrete subcollection 
93; of B’, covering S, then lJneN 28; would be a o-discrete basis for S. Hence, for 
some m, B,,, is a basis for S with the property that no a-discrete subcollection of 
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%,, covers S. Now, let Yf denote the family of all unions of discrete subcollections 
of 8, and apply Proposition 3. 
Example 8. A SCWH T3-space that is not CWN w.r.t. a discrete collection of 
closed metrizable sets. 
Construction I: Let S denote Roy’s space [21] which has small inductive 
dimension 0 and large inductive dimension 1. Recall that there exists a basis W of 
clopen sets for S such that no a-discrete subcollection of 9 is a basis for S. Now, 
apply Proposition 4. 
Construcfion 2: Let S denote the space given by Farber in [6] which is a linearly 
ordered space having a basis of open intervals (i.e., sets in the form {x: a <x <b} 
where a and b are in the space) but having no g-discrete basis of this type. Again, 
apply Proposition 4. 
4. Questions 
(1) Does there exist a CWH Moore space that is not CWN w.r.t. a discrete 
collection of compact sets in ZFC? Is the existence of such a space equivalent to 
the existence of a CWH, g-discrete, non-normal Moore space (see [5])? 
(2) Does there exist a SCWH T3-space that is not CWN w.r.t. a discrete collection 
of compact sets? separable, metrizable sets? Lindelof sets? 
(3) If there exists a T3-space with the properties of (2), does there exist a normal 
one? (Recall, that (V = f.) implies that normal first countable T3-spaces are CWN 
w.r.t. discrete collections of Lindeliif sets [9].) 
(4) Is Theorem 1 true valid for all cardinals cy ? 
(5) What, if anything, does Theorem 1 tell us about box products? 
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Added in Proof. Following the results in this paper, Steve Watson has now construc- 
ted in ZFC a normal SCWH T3-space that is not CWN w.r.t. 2w-many copies of 
[0, 11. Hence, from Lemmas 2 and 3, the box product of 2”-many copies of [0, l] 
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is not projectionwise Lindeliif. In fact, using the techniques of Watson’s construc- 
tion, Eric van Douwen has shown that the box product of 2”-many compact, 
non-scattered T3-spaces is always not projectionwise Lindelof. However, the author 
conjectures that, under MA, if (Y C 2”, then (1) each box product of a-many compact 
T3-spaces is projectionwise Lindeliif, and equivalently, (2) each SCWH T3-space 
is CWN w.r.t. a discrete collection of a-many compact sets. 
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